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Based on rarely used documents from archives in Israel and Turkey,
this article offers a new approach for the study of proto-Zionist–Arab
relationships in Palestine at the end of the nineteenth century. It fore-
grounds the regional and sociological dimensions of the encounters
between the two populations through focus on the Judean colonies
southeast of Jaffa. These colonies, located relatively close together, main-
tained a close-knit network of mutual exchanges and gradually crys-
tallized into a “bloc.” Using a bottom-up approach, the article explores
the developing coordination between the colonies and its impact on
their relationships with their Arab neighbors. By the early twentieth
century, the author argues, a distinct sociocultural identity had devel-
oped in the colonies and the close cooperation had begun to take on a
nationalist coloration.

RELATIVELY LITTLE has been written about the daily relationships between Jewish

colonists and the Arab rural population in Palestine during the early years of

proto-Zionist colonization. Existing research focuses mainly on the ideological

and political aspects of the encounter, with less attention paid to the actual

interactions between the two populations in this formative period, designated

in Zionist historiography as the “first ‘aliyah” (1882–1903).1 Using a bottom-up

sociohistorical approach, this article addresses these daily relations while fo-

cusing on the six “Judean colonies” (moshvot Yehudah) established southeast

of Jaffa at the end of the nineteenth century.

In classical Zionist historiography, the early encounters between the two

populations are often portrayed as just another set of obstacles that the first

colonists had to confront and overcome. However, the contextual background

of their multidimensional relationships and the broader regional implications

of these encounters are largely ignored. Hence, it is often stressed that while

the problems confronting the colonies with regard to their Arab neighbors

were similar (arising from cultural misunderstandings and disputes over natu-

ral resources such as water, land, and grazing rights), each colony dealt with

them separately according to its best understanding, judgment, and ability.2
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Some researchers even argue that a common pattern of interaction developed,

from alienation in the beginning, through gradual reciprocal acceptance, to

the development of friendly relationships.3

By contrast, I argue that despite the similarity of the challenges facing the

Jewish colonists, their relationships with their Arab neighbors were neither

uniform nor restricted to the local level. On the one hand, differences in the

colonists’ sociocultural backgrounds and in the colonies’ physical conditions

played a role in shaping these relationships. On the other hand, the Judean

colonies, located relatively close together, maintained a close-knit network of

mutual exchanges, cooperation, and coordination in various domains, and grad-

ually crystallized into a “bloc”4—a development that had implications for their

relations with the local rural population. Hence, this study, in addition to briefly

discussing the particularistic nature of the Judean colonies, explores in depth

their common activity and its effects on Jewish-Arab relations.

SOURCES AND METHODOLOGICAL CHALLENGES

The bottom-up sociohistorical approach implemented in this research,

which is grounded in a spatial analytical framework, makes possible a more

nuanced analysis of early Jewish-Arab encounters and better accounts for their

complex dynamics. This methodology, moreover, can serve as a model for

examining Jewish-Arab relations in other regions in Palestine where Jewish

colonization activity took place at the end of the nineteenth century as well as

in later periods, especially given its tendency prior to 1948 to concentrate in

specific regions. Arguably, this methodology can also be applied to the study

of other cases of settlement in the Ottoman Empire.5

While a vast amount of primary material dealing with proto-Zionist colo-

nization is available from the perspective of the Jewish colonists and Zionist

organizations, it is a much harder task to trace the viewpoints of the Arab rural

population. This stems from the destruction of hundreds of villages and the dis-

persal of their population during the 1948 war, the lack of organized Palestinian

national archives to date, and the fact that most of the rural population was

illiterate and therefore left very little written documentation behind.6 Despite

the methodological constraints created by basing a study primarily on proto-

Zionist and Zionist sources, a careful reading against the grain makes possible

a critical understanding of the experiences of both Arabs and Jews in Palestine

at the time.7

Of particular importance are the understudied primary documents found in

the local archives of five out of the six former first ‘aliyah Judean colonies.8

These include materials such as logbooks, personal letters, receipts, contracts,

maps, and pictures, which provide a unique firsthand account of the complex-

ity and ambivalent nature of relations between the two groups. The logbooks

of the colonies’ managing committees, for example, provide detailed narratives

of daily life in the colonies, particularly with regard to interactions with the

neighboring Arab population. Other documents extensively used in this study
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are from the collections of the Başbakanlık Osmanlı Arşivi in Istanbul. These

provide an instructive perspective on the historical setting within which early

encounters took place and provide unexploited information about the ongo-

ing transformations experienced by Palestine’s rural Arab population in the last

quarter of the nineteenth century. They give us rare insights into the modes

of behavior, sentiments, and attitudes of the Arab rural population throughout

Palestine, including the regions where large-scale Jewish colonization activity

later took place. Especially valuable are petitions submitted to the government

by all segments of Arab society requesting protection in cases of unjust treat-

ment by government officials or influential people, reduction in the amount of

their tax burden, redress against dispossession, nullification of illegal changes

in the status of land, and treatment equal to that accorded other populations.

SPATIAL OVERVIEW

Jewish colonization activity in Palestine at the end of the nineteenth cen-

tury and even much later was predominantly concentrated in the coastal plain

and lowlands, regions that, relatively speaking, were not heavily populated.9

Whereas the first Jewish colonies were often established in an unplanned way,

those founded in later years were located mostly in proximity to the first nu-

clei. By the turn of the twentieth century, there were four principal areas of

intensive colonization: the fringes of the Hulah valley in the eastern Upper

Galilee, eastern Lower Galilee, the coastal plain south of Haifa, and the coastal

area southeast of Jaffa (see Map I).

Prior to the beginning of proto-Zionist colonization in the early 1880s, the

region southeast of Jaffa was not heavily populated (see Map II). Its western

part, along the Mediterranean shore, consisted of sand dunes and had no per-

manent settlements. The core of the region included about a dozen small-

to moderate-sized Arab villages, mostly of mud brick buildings, whose main

sources of livelihood were subsistence agriculture, principally grain cultiva-

tion and the grazing of livestock.10 Besides Arab villagers, several small semi-

sedentary bedouin groups were present in the area. In most cases they did not

possess title deeds to the land where they grazed or resided, although eventu-

ally some went through a process of sedentarization.11 Finally, about a dozen

absentee landlords owned property in the region. These individuals, in many

cases Christians from nearby Jaffa, sold the Jewish colonists much of the land

on which the colonization activity in this region took place.

The six first ‘aliyah Judean colonies were established between 1882 and

1890. Four of them were founded in a two-year time span: Rishon le-Zion

in 1882, Vadi Hanin (Nes-Zionah) in 1883, Eqron in 1883, and Gederah in

1884. Rehovot was founded in 1890, whereas Qastina, originally established

in 1888 and soon deserted, was reestablished in 1896. Three of the Judean

colonies—Rishon le-Zion, Eqron, and Qastina (in its first phase)—were under

the direct management of an administration established by the French-Jewish

philanthropist Baron Edmond de Rothschild. The others remained independent
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Map I: Concentrations of Jewish Colonies Established during the First ‘Aliyah. For more

details on the first ‘aliyah concentrations of Jewish colonization activity and for a slightly different

division of the blocs, see Yossi Ben-Artzi, Early Jewish Settlement Patterns in Palestine, 1882–

1914 (Jerusalem: Magnes, 1997), pp. 120–28, and especially the map on p. 130. In the Judean

bloc, southeast of Jaffa, the special status of Qastina is noticeable, and as discussed in the article,

it is questionable whether or not it was part of this bloc.

(including Qastina in its second phase), but they, too, received considerable

indirect aid in various forms from the Rothschild administration.12 The pres-

ence of the six colonies turned the region southeast of Jaffa into the area with

the most intensive Jewish colonization activity in Palestine in the late nine-

teenth century (see Maps I and II). The importance of the colonies stemmed

not only from their number but also from their relatively large size, their close

proximity to each other, and the leading role they played in the development

of the new Yishuv.13

http://caliber.ucpress.net/action/showImage?doi=10.1525/jps.2009.38.2.42&iName=master.img-001.jpg&w=211&h=385
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Map II: Arab Villages and Jewish Colonies Southeast of Jaffa at the End of the Nineteenth

Century. Source: Palestine Exploration Fund (PEF), maps 13 and 16, scale 1:63,360 (prepared

between 1872 and 1877, reduced to 40 percent from the original scale). The six Judean colonies,

established between 1882 and 1890, were added to the map. Note the unpopulated dunes south-

west of Jaffa and the region south of ‘Aqir, along the banks of Wadi al-Sarar, an area which was

flooded every winter and did not suit permanent settlement. Also noticeable are the vast orchards

in the vicinity of Jaffa, Ramla, and Lydda.

IDIOSYNCRACIES OF THE JEWISH COLONIES

Despite similarities between the sources of tension the colonies confronted

in their interactions with the Arab rural population, the nature of the rela-

tionships that developed between them differed in each case. Intercommunal

http://caliber.ucpress.net/action/showImage?doi=10.1525/jps.2009.38.2.42&iName=master.img-002.jpg&w=305&h=410
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relations were affected by the colonists’ social and cultural background and

by each colony’s social fabric and degree of internal cohesiveness, its distinct

physical characteristics and location, the circumstances that led to its estab-

lishment (particularly the purchase of land), its proximity to Arab villages, and

the presence of a strong leadership.14

The Judean colonists mainly came from Eastern Europe and had com-

mon reasons for emigrating. Nonetheless, they differed in age, economic

and professional background, affiliation with various colonizing organiza-

tions, and ideological inclinations. These differences, which remained salient

years after the start of Jewish colonization in Palestine, found expression

in the colonists’ attitude toward the Arab population and in the policies

they adopted. Two contrasting cases, the colonies of Eqron and Gederah,

illustrate how these factors contributed to the complexity of Jewish-Arab

encounters.

The Eqronites, comprising for the most part middle-aged conservatives

with extensive agricultural experience who immigrated to Palestine as fam-

ilies, were known for their moderate and peaceful nature and for their

friendly relations with neighboring Arab villagers, particularly the adjacent

village of ‘Aqir.15 David Niman, the son of one of Eqron’s first colonists, at-

tributes these sound relationships to the colony’s efforts to maintain peace-

ful coexistence with its Arab neighbors, and to the fact that, unlike most

other colonists, Eqronites were used to living as farmers among gentiles,

as they had in Eastern Europe. Niman adds that Eqron’s colonists were

not young and “hotheaded” as were, for example, the colonists of Ged-

erah. Consequently, only minor incidents occurred with the neighboring Arab

population.16

Two other factors help explain Eqron’s good relations with its Arab neigh-

bors. First, the ownership of 2,500 dunams17 on which the colony was estab-

lished was not contested. Second, the colony was run by Baron de Rothschild’s

administration, a powerful institution that constituted a stabilizing factor in

relations with the Arab rural population.

In some ways, the
Rothschild administration

fulfilled the role of a
quasi-governmental

institution for the colonies,
similar to that played by

the Jewish national
organizations of the

Mandate period.

By contrast, the single, secular-minded young colonists

of Gederah, members of the nationalist-socialist Bilu
movement who had emigrated from Russia, often

clashed with their Arab neighbors. Niman writes that

many of these clashes could have been avoided had

Gederah’s young colonists been more moderate in

their attitude toward the adjacent village of Qatra.18

A similar analysis is provided by Haim Hissin, a mem-

ber of the Bilu movement, who blames the colonists

for being unfair and arrogant toward their neigh-

bors, humiliating them, and not understanding their

manners and customs. Although Hissin also harshly criticizes the villagers of

Qatra for their provocative behavior, he claims that in light of the colonists’
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attitude, it is not surprising that the situation between the two parties

deteriorated so badly.19 Moreover, Hissin adds, following a quarrel with Qatra

in 1887 (in the course of which a colonist was wounded while trying to prevent

Arab herdsmen from grazing their flocks on the colony’s land), the colonists

deliberately started a fight in order to attract the attention of prominent Jewish

activists in Jaffa.20

Interestingly, Gederah’s colonists called themselves pioneers (halutsim)

and were often referred to as such by people involved in the Jewish colo-

nization enterprise. The other colonists, on the other hand, were more often

called settlers (mityashvim), farmers (ikarim), or colonists (kolonistim).21

This demonstrates both the unique perception Gederah’s colonists had of

themselves, and the way in which their contemporaries depicted them.

Their self-perception was rooted in the goals of the Bilu movement as ex-

pressed in its political manifesto, which proclaimed itself an avant-garde

force whose mission was to carry the Jewish national flag forward and

realize the dream of the political, economic, and cultural revival of the

Jewish people in Syria and Palestine—aims that none of the other colonization

societies expressed with such clarity.22 After settling in Palestine and being

faced with the grim realities of the first colonies, the Biluim abandoned many

of their lofty ideals and became more moderate. Nevertheless, the profile of

Gederah’s young Biluim and their militant approach contributed to the strained

relations.23

The ideological background of Gederah’s colonists notwithstanding, sev-

eral other factors worsened the colony’s interactions with its neighbors. First,

Gederah was established on land that had previously belonged to Qatra, a fact

that increased the tension between the two sides from the very beginning. The

Arab villagers had lost the land to debts but continued to cultivate it as tenants

until the arrival of the Jewish colonists, who had purchased the approximately

3,000 dunams from a Frenchman named Philbert. To all intents and purposes,

the villagers still perceived the land as theirs and strongly resented the arrival of

the Jews. Second, Gederah’s colonists themselves contended that their colony’s

small size, which made it vulnerable in cases of confrontation, was an obstacle

to the development of friendlier relations, making it difficult to reach a modus

vivendi.24 Third, hostility between Gederah and Qatra was exacerbated by their

close proximity. The villagers, who could see everything that was taking place

in the colony, repeatedly complained to the Ottoman authorities about con-

struction work there.25 Another difficulty was that Gederah belonged to the

subdistrict of Gaza, whereas the other Judean colonies (except Qastina) were

in the Jaffa subdistrict. There are indications that Gederah’s colonists found it

difficult to mobilize assistance and obtain redress in Gaza for various problems

they encountered because the Jewish presence in this town was limited, and

finding local intermediaries to help negotiate with the authorities was harder

than in Jaffa or Jerusalem.26 Finally, Gederah was not managed by the Rothschild

administration and thus faced greater difficulties in solving problems it faced
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with both the local population and the Ottoman authorities than the Rothschild

colonies.

THE ROLE OF THE ROTHSCHILD ADMINISTRATION

Although only two of the Judean colonies were directly managed by the Roth-

schild administration throughout the period under study,27 its strong presence

in the area—its regional headquarters were located in Rishon le-Zion—gave

the colonists much-needed assistance and leverage with regard to both the

local Arab population and the Ottoman authorities. In some ways, the admin-

istration fulfilled the role of a quasi-governmental institution for the colonies,

and although Rothschild preferred that its activities not be seen as having any

political meaning,28 its role was very similar to that played later by the Jew-

ish national organizations under the Mandate.29 In this sense, and despite the

opposition and harsh criticism its policies often elicited in the colonies,30 the

administration served as a unifying force for them. For example, it often turned

to the local Ottoman authorities with requests to bring to justice Arabs who

caused damage to the colonies or attacked colonists, and exerted its influence

to make sure that measures had been carried out. Moreover, in the colonies it

ran, the administration set the ratio between Jewish and Arab workers, fixed

the workers’ wages, established the rules of conduct vis-à-vis the Arab workers,

negotiated the purchase of land from local landowners, and acted to resolve

problems with the Arab villagers.31

The vast official and unofficial connections between the Rothschild admin-

istration and the Ottoman authorities at both the local and imperial levels have

received little scholarly attention, yet they were often used to promote the

Jewish colonization project by solving problems the colonies faced, protecting

them in times of need, and seeing to the cancellation of orders issued against

them.32 Rothschild himself had several audiences with Sultan Abdülhamid II as

well as with senior Ottoman officials in Istanbul.33 Moreover, the Rothschild

Bank in London granted loans to the Empire, which desperately needed cash,

although it is not entirely clear if the Baron himself was involved in these trans-

actions or the extent to which they influenced the Ottoman Palestine policy.34

When Rothschild visited Palestine, he often met with senior Ottoman officials

with whom he cultivated personal ties, and made donations to local charity or-

ganizations in an effort to strengthen his hand with the Ottoman authorities.35

Rothschild’s chief administrator in Palestine, Elie Scheid, a French Jew

from Alsace, also maintained excellent relations with Ottoman officials in

Istanbul and throughout the Levant.36 On each visit to the region, Scheid

met with Ottoman officials in Palestine and Beirut, lobbied for the Jewish

colonies, and worked to remove obstacles to the colonization project. He fre-

quently submitted petitions and wrote letters to various officials explaining

how the expansion of the Jewish colonies would benefit the Empire.37 All these

efforts partially explain why the Rothschild administration and the colonies

were granted a large measure of autonomy to run their own affairs.
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As will be discussed below, the Rothschild administration also critically

influenced the economic activity of the colonies, an issue that had impor-

tant repercussions for Jewish-Arab interactions. The administration employed

agricultural experts who advised the colonists, hired Jewish workers and pro-

fessionals, and established a winery in Rishon le-Zion, which from the mid-

1890s processed the grapes cultivated in the Judean colonies and paid them

subsidized prices. Indeed, the Rothschild administration became a unifying fac-

tor linking the economies of all the Judean colonies, including those not under

its direct control.

THE JUDEAN COLONIES AS A BLOC

Despite the social, cultural, and economic differences surveyed above,

the Judean colonies maintained a close-knit network of exchanges in var-

ious domains that enhanced feelings of security and strength, broadened

the colonists’ sociocultural milieu, and increased their options in all do-

mains. The spheres of cooperation included guidance and support for newer

colonies, the provision of services, cultural and social ties, and an array of

economic exchanges. Two colonies in particular, Rishon le-Zion and Rehovot,

emerged as the anchors of the Judean bloc and considerably influenced its

development.

A network of roads built between the colonies strengthened their day-to-day

connections and facilitated exchanges. Some roads predated the colonies and

were gradually improved, while others were constructed afterward, sometimes

leading to confrontations with the Arab rural population.38 Numerous reports

describe the interactions among the colonists as they traveled through the other

colonies. For example, most colonists en route to Jaffa, the region’s major town,

passed through Rishon le-Zion,39 while travelers from Rishon le-Zion south

to Eqron, Gederah, or Qastina passed through Nes-Zionah and Rehovot. The

colonists of Gederah habitually broke their journey to Jaffa in Rishon le-Zion

to feed their horses, or stopped in Nes-Zionah while transporting their grapes

to the winery in Rishon le-Zion to rest, drink tea, and chat.40

Newly established colonies received logistical support, guidance, and ad-

vice from veteran colonies, facilitating the expansion of colonization into new

areas. The latter advised on matters such as the location of the best land for

settlement, the reasonable price to pay for it, what arrangements with the

local population should be sought upon buying lands which were currently

used for cultivation or grazing (and how to avoid conflicts with it), and the

most suitable crops to be grown.

Rishon le-Zion served as the administrative and organizational center for all

the Judean colonies. The fact that it was the first to be established, its proximity

to Jaffa, its relatively large size both in terms of population and territory, and

its hosting of the Rothschild administration’s regional headquarters and its

various enterprises, all turned Rishon le-Zion into the most important colony

in the area.41
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Rehovot, the last of the Judean colonies established during the first ‘aliyah,

benefited the most in its early days from aid extended by the other colonies.

In addition to armed
assistance, the colonies

provided financial,
material, and judicial
support to each other

when problems arose with
neighboring Arab villages.

Its settlement society consulted with colonists from Ris-

hon le-Zion and other Judean colonies before found-

ing the colony.42 A number of colonists from the area

were involved in the purchase of the land on which

Rehovot was established and advised on the transac-

tion. Others even settled there, bringing their extensive

experience. The preplanned way in which the colony

was founded, the economic capabilities of some of its

first colonists, the emergence of a strong and effective

leadership, and the considerable economic benefits accruing from the presence

of the winery established in Rishon le-Zion just two years earlier (the impor-

tance of which will be discussed in greater depth below), all contributed to

rapidly turning Rehovot into a large and prosperous colony.

Both Rishon le-Zion and Rehovot provided various types of services to

the other Judean colonies. Supplies were often available for purchase only in

Rishon le-Zion and to a lesser extent Rehovot.43 Health services in the Judean

colonies were initially available only in Rishon le-Zion, where the Rothschild

administration maintained a small hospital, a physician, and a nurse. The physi-

cian, whose official task was to provide medical assistance to the Rothschild

colonies in the region, often visited other colonies for a fee and treated colonists

who came to his clinic.44 Later on, Rehovot also opened a small clinic and a

pharmacy, and its paramedic regularly visited patients in Nes-Zionah, although

many medical services were still available only in Rishon le-Zion.45

When epidemics such as cholera broke out in the region, the colonies

acted together, exchanged information, and monitored persons who moved

between them. They also agreed on precautionary measures to be taken by

each colony and prevented colonists from visiting Arab villages suspected of

being contagious.46

In the sphere of guidance, the colonists constantly shared expertise and

experience with fellow colonists, for the most part on an informal basis, based

on friendship.47 As mentioned above, the Rothschild administration in Rishon

le-Zion often sent agricultural experts to other Judean colonies to advise them

on methods of cultivation, irrigation, and suitable crops.

The Judean colonies often banded together in their dealings with the

Ottoman authorities to promote their interests and solve common problems.

Some of these contacts took place during visits of senior Ottoman officials to

the region. In other cases, colonies jointly petitioned the central government

on matters of common concern. For example, Rishon le-Zion, Rehovot, Nes-

Zionah, Eqron, and Petah Tikvah sent a petition requesting authorization to con-

struct agricultural buildings in their colonies to house their livestock.48 At times,

administrative issues concerning several colonies were treated as one, such as in

the case of obtaining building permits for synagogues in Rishon le-Zion, Eqron,

and Petah Tikvah, three colonies under the Rothschild administration.49
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Extensive cultural and social ties between the Judean colonies contributed

significantly to their crystallization into a bloc. The colonies often cele-

brated public and personal events together.50 Romantic relationships between

colonists from different colonies were very common.51 Kinship ties con-

tributed to strengthening the connections between the colonies and were of-

ten mobilized to provide assistance in times of need.52 Colonists often rode or

walked to nearby colonies to visit friends and relatives or for leisure activities.

Sometimes school children took day trips to nearby colonies and played with

the children there.53 At times, colonists slept over in a neighboring colony

while traveling, due to bad weather or for fear of attacks on the road.54 On

several occasions, colonists from different colonies established joint social

organizations.55 Organized cultural activities, too, brought together colonists

from all over the area.56 All these various interconnections reinforced the

colonists’ commitment to each other, creating a strong sense of community

that sharpened their distinction from the rural Arab population in the vicinity.

Finally, visits by dignitaries gave the colonists an important opportunity to

get together and helped promote their interests, publicize their achievements,

and raise awareness of the challenges they were facing. Preparations for these

visits required coordination among colonies in organizing the event as well

as travel to meet the visiting dignitaries upon arrival.57 Ottoman officials and

European consuls generally visited Rishon le-Zion and sometimes Rehovot.58

Over the years, many leading Jewish figures visited the Judean colonies, in-

cluding Theodor Herzl, Ahad Haam, and Baron de Rothschild. The latter, who

came to the area several times, used to stay in Rishon le-Zion,59 where he met

with representatives from the other colonies.60 On most of his visits, he toured

other Judean colonies and was escorted by horsemen from one colony to an-

other as a gesture of respect.61 Journalists and reporters, too, often visited the

Judean colonies with the aim of informing Jewish audiences abroad about their

situation, prospects, and progress.

ECONOMIC COOPERATION

Economic cooperation between the Judean colonies played a particularly

important role in their crystallization into a bloc, especially as of the mid-

1890s. As the most important Judean colony, Rishon le-Zion provided many

work opportunities for the region’s colonists.62 The Rothschild administration

headquartered there employed day laborers, builders, gardners, teachers, and

other professionals from all the colonies in the area.

The winery established in Rishon le-Zion by Rothschild in 1888 helped con-

nect the economies of the Judean colonies in an unprecedented way since

the mid-1890s.63 Originally, the winery was intended to serve only Rishon le-

Zion, but eventually it also processed grapes from the non-Rothschild Judean

colonies of Rehovot, Nes-Zionah, and Gederah, in addition to Petah Tikvah.64

In fact, Rothschild used the winery in Rishon le-Zion to subsidize the economic

activity of the region’s colonies and ensure their survival.65 The wine itself was
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distributed by a company called Carmel founded in 1896 by Rehovot’s colo-

nizing society, Menuhah ve-Nahlah.

In 1899, however, Rothschild decided to transfer all his business in Palestine,

including the winery, to the Jewish Colonization Association (JCA). Because of

the decision’s potential impact, representatives of the Judean colonies joined

with other colonies and settlement organizations to negotiate the transfer with

Rothschild, fearing a reduction in the quotas of grapes purchased by the winery

and in the subsidies paid. Eventually, the JCA agreed to continue to subsidize

the grapes, although at a lower rate. In this regard, even before the transfer of

Rothschild’s business to the JCA, the Judean colonies had planted more and

more vineyards, beyond the winery’s absorption capacity, a development that

led the Rothschild administration to try to limit the planting of new vineyards.

The JCA implemented a similar policy, even paying the colonists to uproot some

of their vineyards. The economy of the Judean colonies was thus subjected to

a measure of centralized planning.

After the JCA transfer, the Judean colonies continued to cooperate on matters

concerning the Rishon-le Zion winery. Nonetheless, the reduction in subsidies

paid by the winery and its limited processing capacity forced them to look

for new production opportunities. Gederah, for example, produced cognac

with the assistance of the Rishon le-Zion winery, which provided the necessary

materials and tools. Rehovot, too, set up a small winery under the main winery’s

supervision.

In 1906, the Judean colonies, together with Zikhron-Ya‘aqov, Haderah, and

Petah Tikvah, established a corporation named Hit’ahdut Kormei Yehudah to

manage the wineries in Rishon le-Zion and Zikhron-Ya‘aqov in place of the JCA.

The creation of the new syndicate, headquartered in Rishon le-Zion, greatly en-

hanced the colonies’ economic self-reliance. It also expanded the cooperation

of the Judean colonies to include other Jewish colonies in Palestine, although

obviously on a much smaller scale due to geographical limitations.

The fact that the economies of the Judean colonies were largely intercon-

nected as of the mid-1890s contributed to the formation of a differentiated

economic system. On the one hand, processing their grapes in the Rishon le-

Zion winery considerably reduced the colonies’ dependence on Arab sources

for trade and business activities. On the other hand, economic connections

with the Arab population predominantly revolved around the employment of

low-wage day workers, especially during the high agricultural seasons, a sit-

uation which, according to some indications, created pockets of resentment

among the Arab workers.66

IMPLICATIONS FOR JEWISH-ARAB RELATIONS

There are indications that the close-knit network of exchanges between

the colonies outlined above considerably influenced their attitudes and poli-

cies vis-à-vis the neighboring Arab rural population and made possible coor-

dinated action against them in various ways. Given their close proximity, the
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Judean colonies were able to rely on their Jewish neighbors for support in

cases of local confrontations.67 Knowing this in advance, one can argue, gave

the colonists, who felt mutual responsibility for each other’s safety, a sense of

strength and confidence, which in turn allowed them to adopt tougher stands

toward the Arab population—stands that isolated colonies did their best to

avoid.

Massive clashes with neighboring Arab villagers were not common, but

they did occur from time to time in several of the colonies (Gederah, Re-

hovot, and Qastina), culminating in injuries and even deaths.68 The immedi-

ate causes were generally disputes over property boundaries and grazing.69

The impact of these clashes, however, went far beyond the local level and

contributed to shaping Jewish-Arab relations in the wider region. First, other

Judean colonies would send reinforcements in conflict situations, and later

acted together to punish and deter Arab villagers from carrying out similar

acts, thereby turning local conflicts into regional ones. Then, news of such

confrontations also rapidly spread throughout the Arab rural population of the

region by word of mouth, a fact to which the colonists were well aware of (see

below).

In addition to armed assistance, the colonies provided financial, material,

and judicial support to each other when problems arose with neighboring Arab

villages.70 At times the colonies joined forces to put economic pressure on Arab

villages. When Rehovot, for example, had a dispute with Zarnuqa over the price

of manure purchased from the village as fertilizer, Eliyahu Levin-Epstein, the

head of Rehovot’s managing committee,71 urged Nes-Zionah to join Rehovot in

boycotting Zarnuqa until it lowered its prices.72 He justified his request with

the need “to keep a united front vis-à-vis the gentiles [goyim] and preserve the

pride of our people.”73 In another case, Eqron asked Rehovot to stop employing

two villagers from ‘Aqir who were suspected of stealing.74

Finally, the colonies cooperated in legal actions. In one highly instructive

case, the same Levin-Epstein asked the Rothschild administration in Rishon le-

Zion to help Rehovot in a trial against Zarnuqa following a severe clash between

them sparked by a dispute over grazing rights.75 Levin-Epstein claimed that the

conflict with Zarnuqa was emblematic for all the Jewish colonies in the area,

and that it was important to “teach Zarnuqa a lesson” in order to prevent other

Arab villagers in the area from acting in a similar manner.76

VISION FOR THE FUTURE

The emergence of the Judean bloc contributed to the development of a

shared vision for the future among the colonists, a vision colored by nationalist

hues. This development found clear expression in an attempt made in 1902

to unite all the colonies under a unified leadership. At a meeting in Rishon

le-Zion, representatives of eight colonies published a manifesto, kol koreh,

addressed to all “our brothers who are vintners and farmers in the colonies

of Judea and Galilee” urging them to unite under an umbrella organization
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and establish a general committee to represent them in order to overcome

the obstacles they confronted.77 The manifesto’s signatories called themselves

“the sons of the people [‘am] who were revived by the spirit of the nation

[le’om].” This phrase, as well as the general spirit of the document and its pro-

claimed aims, reflects a nationalist agenda expressed in religious terms such as

redemption (ge’ulah). Interestingly, five of the eight colonies that signed the

document were Judean colonies (Rishon le-Zion, Rehovot, Gederah, Eqron,

and Nes-Zionah), vividly demonstrating their role in spearheading the devel-

opment of the Jewish national community in Palestine. The fact that this early

attempt to establish a united leadership for the colonies did not immediately

bear fruit—it was only after World War I that the Yishuv was able to unite

behind a single leadership led by the new Yishuv78—in no way diminishes its

importance.

Around the same time, territorial contiguity between the Judean colonies

came to be seen as an important goal. Already in the 1880s and 1890s trans-

actions by the Rothschild administration, various Hoveve Zion societies, and

individual buyers involved the purchase of additional land next to existing

colonies for cultivation and expansion. The Rothschild administration may al-

ready have aspired to create contiguity between the colonies, as indicated in the

Baron’s explicit wish, expressed in 1899, to see “the whole region [hevel] be-

tween Eqron and Rishon le-Zion cultivated by Jewish workers and blooming.”79

The founding of Rehovot in 1890 on a tract of land at the “hub of the Judean

colonies” brought the Judean colonies much closer together.80 Indeed, one of

the reasons why Rehovot’s first colonists decided to establish the colony where

they did was its location in the midst of the other colonies. As Levin-Epstein

writes in his memoirs:

After long deliberations, we decided that the land of Duran

was the most suitable and convenient site for our purposes

because it was located between Rishon [le-Zion], Vadi al-Hanin

[Nes-Zionah], Eqron, and Gederah. It was important for us that

our colony be located in the vicinity of other Jewish colonies,

in order to be on the safe side with regards to the Arabs.81

About a decade later, however, land purchases near the Judean colonies

for the first time became more consciously motivated by the desire to create

land contiguity between them and to keep non-Jews from buying it.82 Aharon

Aizenberg, a prominent activist from Rehovot, played a crucial role in these

efforts. On several occasions he took steps to prevent land near Rehovot from

being transferred to non-Jewish hands on the grounds that it would undermine

efforts to create contiguity between the colonies.83 Aizenberg was also involved

in a company called Ge’ulah (Redemption) that concluded some land transac-

tions in the vicinity of Gederah that almost succeeded in making Gederah and

Eqron contiguous. Additional lands were purchased near Eqron, Nes-Zionah,

and Rishon le-Zion, thus considerably increasing the Jewish territorial hold in

the area.84
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Meanwhile, several Judean colonies opposed for the first time the lease

of Jewish-owned land to Arabs. The rationale behind this policy was the

widespread theft and damage to property in the colonies claimed to have been

committed by the Arab rural population. During a meeting of Gederah’s man-

aging committee in 1903, for example, the colonists decided to stop leasing

land to Arabs. The hard-line prominent Zionist leader Menachem Ussishkin,

who attended the meeting, signed its protocol and urged the other colonies to

follow suit.85 Similar decisions were approved by Rehovot and Rishon le-Zion

around that time in an effort to limit Arab presence in the colonies and reduce

theft and damage to property.86

CONCLUSION

The crystallization of the Judean colonies into a bloc was a long and gradual

process. Even at the turn of the twentieth century, some two decades after the

establishment of the first colonies, they still did not constitute a monolithic

group. Nevertheless, as the overall patterns of cooperation and coordination

between them were enhanced, institutionalized, and regularized, the colonies

were better positioned to overcome the crisis that followed the 1899 transfer of

Rothschild’s business in Palestine to the JCA and the latter’s gradually declining

sponsorship of the winery in Rishon le-Zion. Indeed, the colonies became more

economically self-reliant in the following years.

Another result of the Judean colonies’ crystallization into a bloc was an in-

creased sense of social cohesion, “togetherness,” and distinctiveness vis-à-vis

the local Arab population. All these contributed to the emergence of a distinct

socio-cultural identity, which in turn helped increase social control, reinforce

shared norms, and preserve common interests. In a way, the colonies became

an “imagined community” with a strong collective identity, despite the differ-

ences between them and the fact that they simultaneously belonged to wider

communities (the Jewish colonies in Palestine, the Yishuv, Ottoman and world

Jewry, and so forth). This development influenced Jewish-Arab relationships,

since some of the policies adopted by the colonies were directly related to

their ability to act together vis-à-vis the Arab population.

At the same time, the Judean colonies’ joint activity helped shape the identity

of the rural Arab population in the region, although it was by no means the only

factor at work. Generally speaking, the issue of the regional identity of Pales-

tine’s Arab rural population has received little scholarly attention. One note-

worthy exception is Beshara Doumani’s seminal work on Jabal Nablus, which

describes the complex relationships between the city of Nablus and its rural

hinterland.87 Unlike Jabal Nablus, however, the Jaffa region was not a distinct ge-

ographical area marked by natural boundaries, did not have a tradition of semi-

autonomous rule, and had a much more heterogeneous population.88 Nonethe-

less, there were many manifestations of regional identification in the Arab rural

population in the Jaffa area. The annual celebrations in the shrines of al-Nabi

Rubin and al-Nabi Salih, two religious festivals of countrywide importance, had
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particular significance for the Arab inhabitants of the Jaffa region. Jaffa’s elite

had a growing influence on the town’s hinterland in various domains. Several

prominent figures in the region were widely revered by the local population,

and their influence served as a unifying factor.89 Finally, the fact that the villages

belonged to the same administrative entity also had an impact.90

In this regard, it is important to bear in mind that the Arab population in

Palestine at the end of the nineteenth century possessed multiple identities

(Ottoman, Arab, Muslim, Christian, regional, local, and so on), which to a large

extent overlapped and complemented each other.91 One can argue, with regard

to Arabs in areas such as that southeast of Jaffa, that the intensive encounter with

the Jewish colonists helped shape several dimensions of their identity. In other

words, the cumulative effect of daily interactions between Jews and Arabs,

including many cases of confrontation, at a time when extensive cooperation

and mutual support among the Jewish colonies was manifest, strengthened

awareness among the Arab population of their shared experiences and the

feeling that they belonged to a distinct group, even though at this stage it was

not yet well articulated or expressed in political terms.
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